
BLUEANT EMBRACE 
USER GUIDE



Welcome to the BlueAnt Embrace headphones. 
The BlueAnt Embrace is a sophisticated and stylish pair of headphones, delivering superior 
audio quality, and letting you hear your music the way it was meant to sound.

Your headphones come equipped with a microphone and remote control for use with select 
music players and phones: read on to learn more.

We hope you enjoy using your BlueAnt headphones.
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Connect the 
straight plug 
to the socket 
on the left 
earphone.

2
Connect to the 
headphone 
socket on your 
music player.

Listen Responsibly
Protect your hearing by always 
listening at a safe level.

Prolonged use at high volumes may 
affect your hearing capacity and result 
in noise induced hearing loss.

Please read the important safety 
information in this document for advice 
on the safe use of your BlueAnt device.



Which Cable Should I Use?
Your Embrace is supplied with two headphone cables: one features a microphone and remote 
control for use with compatible devices, such as the Apple iPhone. The other cable is a 
“straight-through” cable for use with devices that do not support the microphone and remote.

Your Embrace is also supplied with an OMTP adapter. Some devices require
you to connect this in order to use the microphone and remote. 

Try the microphone/remote cable first. 

If the microphone and remote do not control your device, try connecting the  
OMTP adapter to the end of the cable as shown here before connecting it to  
the headphone socket on your music player.

Using the Microphone and Remote Controls
Use the microphone and remote control on your headphone cable to adjust the volume, 
answer calls, and control music playback on selected devices. Please note that not all devices 
support all the functions of the remote and microphone.

Back Front

Microphone

Volume Up

Volume Down

Middle Button: 
see below



Use the middle button to control your music and calls:

To: Do This:

Answer or end a call Click the middle button once.

Decline an incoming call Hold down the middle button for about 2 seconds, then 
release the button. You will hear 2 beeps to confirm that 
you have declined the call.

Use call waiting Click the middle button once to put the current call on 
hold and switch to an incoming or held call.

Play or pause a song or video Click the middle button once. Click again to resume.

Skip to the next track Double click the middle button.

Fast forward through the 
current track

Double click and hold the middle button. Release the 
button to stop fast forwarding.

Go to the previous track Triple click the middle button.

Rewind the current track Triple click and hold the middle button. Release the button 
to stop rewinding.

Use Voice Control * Hold down the middle button until you hear a beep to 
indicate that voice control has been activated.

Hear the name of the current 
song **

Hold down the middle button until you hear the title and 
artist information.

Note: “Click” means quickly press and release the button.

* iPhone 3GS or later only ** iPod Shuffle (3rd, and 4th  Generation) only



Specifications

Driver Diameter 40 mm

Frequency Range 20 Hz to 20 kHz

Sensitivity 103 dB SPL at 1kHz

Impedance 24 Ω

Max Power 15 mW

“Made for iPod,” “Made for iPhone,” and “Made for iPad” mean that an electronic accessory 
has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, respectively, and has been 
certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible 
for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. 
Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may affect wireless 
performance. Made for:

iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuffle, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc.

 > iPod touch (2nd, 3rd, and 4th generation)

 > iPod classic

 > iPod with video

 > iPod nano (4th, 5th, and 6th generation)

 > iPod shuffle (3rd, and 4th generation)·

 > iPhone 4

 > iPhone 3GS

 > iPhone 3G

 > iPad



Important Safety Information
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT 
CAREFULLY, BECAUSE IT CONTAINS 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE SAFE 
USE OF BLUEANT DEVICES

WARNING - PROTECT 
YOUR HEARING
ALL BLUEANT DEVICES 
ARE DESIGNED TO REACH 
VOLUMES OF UP TO 100 
DECIBELS. PROLONGED 
USE OF A BLUEANT 
DEVICE AT HIGH VOLUMES 
MAY AFFECT YOUR 
HEARING CAPACITY. USE 
FOR EXTENSIVE PERIODS 
MAY RESULT IN NOISE 
INDUCED HEARING LOSS 
(NIHL).

• Hearing loss may occur if a headset is used at 
maximum volumes for more than 5 minutes per day, or 
at medium volumes for more than 1 hour per day.

• Exposure to sound at close range such as via an ear 
piece in your ear may result in hearing loss, even at 
low levels.

Do not listen at high volumes. Remember that your ears 

will adapt to the volume level and if you change to higher 
levels your ear may feel no discomfort but damage to 
your hearing may be occurring.

BlueAnt Recommends That You:
• Set the volume control in a low position before putting 

the headset or headphones on your ears.

• Limit the amount of time you use headsets or 
headphones at high volume.

• Avoid turning up the volume to block out noisy 
surroundings.

• Turn the volume down if you cannot hear people 
speaking near you.

Should you experience any discomfort after using the 
product, stop using it immediately. If the problem persists 
seek medical assistance immediately.

CHOKING HAZARD
YOUR BLUEANT DEVICE, 
ITS PACKAGING, AND 
PACKAGE CONTENTS MAY 
CONTAIN PARTS THAT MAY 
BE A CHOKING HAZARD TO 
SMALL CHILDREN. 
Please ensure that the device and any 
associated components such as cables 
are stored safely and that any packaging 
or unwanted contents are disposed of 
thoughtfully. Do not place the product 
on the fl oor or leave it in a place where 
young children could access it, or 
someone could trip over it.



Use Responsibly
Do not use your headphones when it is unsafe to do so.

Do not use while cycling or driving.

Care and Handling
Your BlueAnt device is a precision engineered instrument. 
To ensure its ongoing performance, you should look after 
it as you would any quality consumer electronic product, 
and use it in accordance with the instructions.

BlueAnt recommends that you take the following 
precautions.

• Avoid leaving your device in direct sunlight, such as 
on the dashboard or console of a car or truck. Do not 
leave your device unattended in your vehicle.

• Do not leave your device, or use your device, in any 
area where the temperature may exceed 60 degrees 
Centigrade (140 degrees Fahrenheit), such as inside 
a closed car on a hot day. Remember that on a hot 
day the temperature inside a closed car may be 
signifi cantly higher than the outside air temperature.

• Do not leave your device, or use your device, in any 
area where the temperature is likely to drop below 0 
degrees Centigrade (32 degrees Fahrenheit).

• Do not leave your device, or use your device, in any 
area exposed to humidity, dust, soot, other foreign 
objects, smoke, or steam as this may cause your 
device to malfunction.

• Do not use any household or industrial grade 
detergents or cleaners to clean your device. If your 
device becomes dirty or smeared, in most instances 
a wipe with a dry or slightly damp cloth should be 
suffi cient to clean it.

• Your BlueAnt device is not waterproof and should be 
removed and placed in a dry area in the event of being 
exposed to any drizzle, rain or water.

• Should a fault develop with your BlueAnt product, 
contact BlueAnt for advice on how to proceed. Do not 
attempt to repair or alter any BlueAnt product yourself.

Approved Accessories
The use of accessories not approved by BlueAnt, 
including but not limited to batteries, antennas, wall 
adapters, car chargers, ear gels and foam tips and 
convertible covers, may cause your BlueAnt device to 
malfunction or in the case of non-approved electrical 
accessories may cause the device to exceed RF energy 
exposure guidelines. 

Use of non approved accessories will void your device’s 
warranty. For a list of approved BlueAnt accessories, visit 
our website at: www.blueantwireless.com

Caring for the Environment by Recycling
(Applicable in the European Union and other 
European countries with separate collection 
systems)

This symbol on a BlueAnt product or its literature 
indicates that it should not be disposed of with other 
household waste at the end of its working life. To prevent 
possible harm to the environment or human health from 
uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate this from 
other types of wastes and recycle it responsibly to 
promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. 
Household users should contact either the retailer where 
they purchased this product, or their local government 
offi ce, for details of where and how they can take this 
item for environmentally safe recycling. Business users 
should contact their supplier and check the terms and 
conditions of the purchase contract. This product should 
not be mixed with other commercial waste for disposal.

Recycling Bluetooth Accessories
Do not dispose of your BlueAnt product with your 
household waste. In some countries or regions, collection 
systems are set up to handle electrical and electronic 
waste items, and may prohibit or restrict how such items 
are disposed of. Check the laws and regulations for your 
areas to determine how to properly dispose of such 
items. Contact your regional authorities for more details. 
If collection systems are not available, please return 
unwanted accessories to any BlueAnt Approved Service 
Center for your region.



Limited Global Warranty
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT 
CAREFULLY, BECAUSE IT CONTAINS 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR 
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
For products sold in North America, including Canada, 
Mexico and the United States, this limited global warranty 
is issued only by BlueAnt Wireless, Inc.

For products sold in Australia, New Zealand and Europe, 
this limited global warranty is issued only by BlueAnt 
Wireless Pty Ltd.

Subject to the exclusions contained below, this warranty 
is issued to the fi rst consumer purchaser of the 
BlueAnt Products (see www.blueantwireless.com for 
a full list of BlueAnt Products), BlueAnt-branded or 
certifi ed accessories sold for use with these Products 
(“Accessories”) and BlueAnt software contained on CD-
ROMs or other tangible media and sold for use with these 
Products (“Software”) to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship under normal consumer usage for the 
period outlined below.

The fi rst consumer purchaser agrees that there have 
been no affi rmations of fact, promises, or representations 
made by BlueAnt relating to the Products and becoming 
part of the basis of the bargain. The descriptions of 
the Products covered by this Limited Warranty are for 
purposes of reference only, and there is no express 
or implied warranty that any Products conform to the 
description.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS A CONSUMER’S 
EXCLUSIVE AND SOLE REMEDY, and applies 
as follows to new BlueAnt Products purchased by 
consumers in the United States of America, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand or other countries or territories 
where an authorized BlueAnt distributor has been 
appointed, and which are accompanied by this Limited 
Warranty.

Length of Coverage
One (1) year from the date of purchase by the fi rst 
consumer purchaser of the Product.

Exclusions
Normal wear and tear: Periodic maintenance, repair 
and replacement of limited-life consumable products 
(eg microphone windscreens, ear cushions, ear tips, 
decorative fi nishes, batteries and other accessories) due 
to normal wear and tear are excluded from coverage.

Abuse and misuse: Defects or damage that result from:

• improper operation, storage, misuse or abuse, 
accident or neglect, including but not limited to 
physical damage (cracks, scratches, etc) to the surface 
of the product;

• contact with liquid, water, rain, extreme humidity or 
heavy perspiration, sand, dirt or the like, extreme 
heat, or food;

• use of the Products for commercial purposes or 
subjecting the Products to abnormal usage or 
conditions; or

• other acts which are not the fault or negligence of 
BlueAnt, 

are excluded from coverage.

Use of non-branded or non-certifi ed BlueAnt Products: 
Defects or damage that result from the use of Non-
BlueAnt branded or certifi ed Products, accessories, 
software, chargers or other peripheral equipment are 
excluded from coverage.

Use with genuine OEM supplied equipment: BlueAnt 
Products are only warranted to work with genuine 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) supplied mobile 
phones and accessories as originally manufactured.  
BlueAnt Products are expressly not warranted for use 
with any tampered or modifi ed third party devices where 
such modifi cations have been made without the approval 
of the OEM or its authorized representatives.

Unauthorized service or modifi cation of BlueAnt 
Products: Defects or damages resulting from service, 
testing, adjustment, installation, maintenance, alteration, 
or modifi cation in any way by someone other than 
BlueAnt, or its authorized service centers, are excluded 
from coverage.

Altered or modifi ed Products: Products with:



• serial numbers or date tags that have been removed, 
altered or obliterated;

• broken seals or seals that show evidence of tampering;

• mismatched board serial numbers;

• non-conforming or non-BlueAnt housings or parts; or

• any other alterations or modifi cations not approved 
by BlueAnt 

are excluded from coverage.

Communication devices: Defects, damages, or the failure 
of Products due to any communication service, device or 
signal you may subscribe to or use with the Products is 
excluded from coverage.

Who is Covered?
This Limited Warranty extends only to the fi rst consumer 
purchaser, and is not transferable.

What Will BlueAnt Do?
Consumers who believe their BlueAnt Products are 
faulty should contact the authorized customer service 
centers outlined below. Products will be confi rmed to be 
faulty by BlueAnt, in its sole judgment, upon testing by 
BlueAnt or its authorized service centers.  If a Product 
is found to be faulty under the terms of this Limited 
Warranty, BlueAnt will, at its option, repair or replace 
any Products that do not conform to this warranty. This 
shall be the consumer’s sole remedy. BlueAnt reserves 
the right to use functionally equivalent reconditioned/
refurbished/pre-owned or new Products, accessories 
or parts in the warranty process. No hardware, data, 
software or applications added to your Product, including 
but not limited to personal contact details, speed dial 
numbers, language voice prompts and ringer tones, 
will be reinstalled.  To avoid losing such hardware, data, 
software, and applications, please create a back up or 
remove the hardware prior to requesting service.

How to Obtain Warranty Service or Other 
Information
In order for you to obtain performance under this Limited 
Warranty, you must contact one of BlueAnt’s authorized 
customer service centers.

You will receive instructions on how to ship the Products 
to a BlueAnt authorized customer service center. You 
will be liable for all costs associated with shipping the 
Products to the BlueAnt authorized customer service 
center.

To obtain service, you must include:

• a Return Authorization (RA) form obtained from a 
BlueAnt Authorized Customer Service Center;

• a copy of your receipt, bill of sale, or other comparable 
proof of purchase;

• your BlueAnt Product.

No returns will be accepted without an appropriately 
completed RA form.

What Other Limitations Are There?

THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED 
UNDER THIS EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY IS 
THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE CONSUMER. 
BLUEANT MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY 
OF ANY KIND WHATEVER, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED. THIS EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY 
EXCLUDES ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY SUCH 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, WHICH EXCEED 
THE AFORESAID OBLIGATION, ARE HEREBY 
DISCLAIMED BY BLUEANT, AND EXCLUDED 
FROM THIS EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY.  
THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES FOR 
THIS PRODUCT WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE 
DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF. NO 
ACTION, REGARDLESS OF FORM, ARISING 
OUT OF OR PERTAINING TO THIS AGREEMENT, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTY 
OR CONTRACT FOR SALE, MAY BE BROUGHT 
MORE THAN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE CAUSE 
OF ACTION HAS ACCRUED.



IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED THAT 
IN NO EVENT SHALL BLUEANT BE 
LIABLE, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, IN 
TORT (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
NEGLIGENCE), OR UNDER ANY WARRANTY, 
FOR: (1) DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF THE 
PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR THE PRODUCT; 
(2) ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR ANY OTHER TYPE 
OF DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, ATTORNEY’S FEES AND COSTS) 
OF ANY KIND; (3) ANY LOSS OF REVENUE OR 
PROFITS; (4) ANY LOSS OF BUSINESS, OR 
GOODWILL; (5) ANY LOSS OF INFORMATION, 
DATA, SOFTWARE, APPLICATIONS; OR (6) 
ANY OTHER FINANCIAL LOSS ARISING OUT 
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE ABILITY 
OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCTS, TO 
THE FULL EXTENT THESE DAMAGES MAY 
BE DISCLAIMED BY LAW.  THE PRICE PAID 
FOR THE PRODUCT IS A CONSIDERATION 
IN LIMITING BLUEANT’S LIABILITY TO 
REPAYMENT OF NO MORE THAN THE 
PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY THE CONSUMER.

THE CONSUMER ASSUMES ALL RISK AND 
LIABILITY FOR LOSS, DAMAGE, OR INJURY 
TO ANY PERSON OR PROPERTY ARISING OUT 
OF USE OR POSSESSION OF ANY BLUEANT 
PRODUCT COVERED BY THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY WHICH IS NOT THE FAULT OR 
NEGLIGENCE OF BLUEANT.
Some states, countries and jurisdictions do not allow 
the limitation or exclusion of liability, or incidental or 
consequential damages, or limitation on the length of an 
implied warranty, so the above limitations or exclusions 
may not apply to you. This Warranty gives you specifi c 
legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary 
from state to state or from one jurisdiction to another.

The consumer acknowledges and agrees that he or 
she has read, or has voluntarily chosen not to read, 
after being given a reasonable opportunity to do so, the 
instruction manual for this Product which is available at 
www.blueantwireless.com, prior to use.

The consumer further acknowledges and agrees that he 
or she has read, or has voluntarily chosen not to read, 
after being given a reasonable opportunity to do so, the 
Limited Warranty for this Product. 

The consumer acknowledges and agrees to all terms 
stated within this Limited Warranty.

The fi rst consumer purchaser acknowledges and agrees 
that he or she shall not be deemed to be a merchant.

Laws in the United States of America and other 
countries preserve for BlueAnt certain exclusive rights 
for copyrighted BlueAnt software such as the exclusive 
rights to reproduce and distribute copies of the BlueAnt 
software. BlueAnt software may only be copied into, 
used in, and redistributed with, the Products associated 
with such BlueAnt software. No other use, including 
without limitation disassembly of such BlueAnt software 
or exercise of the exclusive rights reserved for BlueAnt, 
is permitted.

Export Law Assurances
This Product is controlled under the export regulations of 
the United States of America, Australia and Canada. The 
Governments of the United States of America, Australia 
and Canada may restrict the exportation or re-exportation 
of this Product to certain destinations. For further 
information contact the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
the Australian Customs Department or the Canadian 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade.

Product Registration
Product registration is an important step toward enjoying 
your new BlueAnt Product. Registering helps us facilitate 
warranty service, and permit us to contact you should 
your Product require an update or other service. 

FAILURE TO REGISTER THE PRODUCT DOES 
NOT DIMINISH THE CONSUMER’S WARRANTY 
RIGHTS.



Please retain your original dated sales receipt for your 
records. For warranty service of your BlueAnt Product 
you will need to provide a copy of your dated sales receipt 
to confi rm warranty status.

Trademarks and Patents
BlueAnt and other trademarks are trademarks of 
BlueAnt and may not be used without permission. 
The BlueAnt logo is registered in the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Offi ce and globally with the World Intellectual 
Property Organization under the Madrid protocol.

The Bluetooth word, mark, and logos are owned by 
the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by 
BlueAnt is under license. The names of other companies, 
products and services are the property of their respective 
owners.

BlueAnt reserves its rights absolutely on any and all of its 
patents and patents pending globally.

Severability
If any clause or provision of this Limited Warranty is 
negated because a provision or clause, or application 
thereof, is held invalid, and such invalidity would change 
or modify the obligations of the parties as contemplated 
in light of the assumed validity of such provision or 
clause, or application thereof, the remainder of this 
Limited Warranty shall not be affected.

Thank you for choosing a BlueAnt product.

Version: EMBRACE-MAN-EN-1.0



HELP AND SUPPORT

Visit www.blueantwireless.com for online help, support and 
troubleshooting.

Visit www.blueantwireless.com/support to contact the BlueAnt 
Technical Support team.

North America Australia New Zealand UK

1 855 9 BLUEANT 
1 855 9 258 3268 1300 669 049 0800 443 122 0800 285 1272

Visit www.blueantwireless.com/buy to buy BlueAnt products, 
accessories and spare parts.
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